MY BOOK IS AVAILABLE!
It’s with pleasure and excitement that I announce publication of

THE WORKING WOMB:
How proven placenta science can empower you to conquer pregnancy anguish, triumph over miscarriage, and have a
thriving baby!
In this book I share, from my patient files, TRUE STORIES OF WOMEN AND BABIES WHO'VE BEATEN THE ODDS ... showing that recurrent miscarriages and similar problems
may NOT necessarily mean the end of your pregnancy prospects.
My aims are to help change pregnancy care, and end the despair that torments so many women who battle pregnancy complications.

Here are practical details that will arm you to ...
1. ANTICIPATE pregnancy obstacles with foreknowledge
2. MINIMIZE the chances of their worsening
3. CORRECT them in good time BEFORE they get big enough to
threaten your pregnancy with disaster!

If you've been struggling to sustain a viable pregnancy in the face of
miscarriage or other pregnancy complications ... or if your medical
circumstances make you fear what may lie ahead ... or if you've already been
down this difficult road and want to understand more clearly what happened to
you, and why, so you can share your experience with other women in a
medically informed way, this book is for you.

The information in this book can replace high-risk
pregnancy stress with a new, hopeful,
science-based understanding of:
WHY pregnancies fail ...
HOW to avoid problems that arise from ignorance of the
placenta's needs ...
WHAT can be done when things go wrong!

YOU CAN SAMPLE THE WORKING WOMB's CONTENT
RIGHT NOW ... AND BUY A COPY HERE!
TO LEARN MORE, GO HERE!
I've poured my fife's work into this book. Writing it has taken years. Amassing the
knowledge and experience it represents has taken decades. It distills placenta science
into simple explanations that I believe any reader will understand. This same
information has enabled me to help thousands of women have healthy babies ...
despite scary pregnancy complications. In these pages, I explain littleknown facts
about what the placenta is, how this amazing organ grows inside you, how it
shapes your womb health, and how your responsiveness to its needs can make
or break your pregnancy. And I provide examples of problems which my
patients overcame with placenta science.

This isn't just a book of medical explanation. It's also a deeply personal document which takes you behind the scenes in the story of my journey as a doctor. The most important knowledge in it comes not from other books ... but from my work
with my patients. Every mother who's come to me for help has taught me something new about the wonder of the birthing process.
Every baby's entry into the world via my hands has given me a glimpse of some new facet of the miracle of being born.
I've seen much grief in my consulting rooms: the terrifying
anxiety that oppresses the woman who battles to sustain a
pregnancy, enduring the horror of losing a pregnancy. And
sometimes not just one pregnancy ... but several! I've seen
the agony this inflicts on both mothers and fathers: the lonely
isolation, the bewilderment, the desperation, and ultimately the
horrible suspicion that the mother is herself is somehow to
blame! But what is really to blame is our society's
mistaken approach to pregnancy management. My work
has enabled me to replace grief with joyous endings to
pregnancy journeys which had previously seemed doomed.
Indeed, there is no more

satisfying answer to doom and gloom than the birth cry of a healthy
baby. MY BOOK EXPOSES PREGNANCY MYTHS THAT CAUSE
UNNECESSARY ANGUISH. Truth is liberating
and empowering! The knowledge I share here, drawn
from my thousands of case files, can equip you to ensure your
pregnancy doesn't suffer because of misinformation driven by
ignorance of placenta science. This tragic, widespread ignorance largely
accounts for the atrociously and unnecessarily high rate of pregnancy
failure in America. IF YOU SUPPORT MY MESSAGE, PLEASE SPREAD
THE WORD! Review THE WORKING WOMB online. Tell your friends
Talk about the book on social media! All promotion helps.

If you happen to know media editors, bloggers, people in radio or
TV, please tell them about THE WORKING WOMB and urge them to
review or discuss it on their mediia platforms. Reviews are crucial,
but hard to get.
My urgent mission -- to dispel pregnancy myths -is one that can can save the lives of many yet unborn.
Thank you for anything YOU can do to help with my quest!
With my respectful and sincere gratitude,

Alexander Kofinas, MD

